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Victorian leisure T
and pleasure

he Victorians bequeathed many
things to us including Leisure.
They may not have invented all

the leisure activities but they organized
them, writes Ian Bevan, our speaker in
October.

Hybrid meeting
Attend in person
or view at home
on Zoom

They were the first to organise leisure
time and leisure activities. This talk illustrates the many and varied ways in
which Victorians enjoyed themselves,
including family sing-songs, walks in
the park, going to the seaside and of
course the appreciation of theatre and
all forms of music.
Ian Bevan is a Freeman of the City of
London and has been lecturing for over
15 years. He has visited us before and
proved a very entertaining speaker.

We are holding our first hybrid meeting in October with
members having the option to attend the talk in person at
Ryarsh Village Hall or join a virtual Zoom session if they prefer.

The Short view

W

e are all looking forward to seeing some of you in person at Ryarsh
Village hall this month and also on zoom. Our tech team have done an incredible job in getting this set up and the practise runs over the last few monthsthank you gentlemen for your work on our behalf.
For this first meeting we will not have teas and coffees - but plan to do so from November onwards. I appreciate that some members will be disappointed by this but it
was driven by the need to ensure that we can do this safely within the confines that
covid puts on us. Members are of course free to bring their own tea and coffee.
The committee is holding an extra meeting next month to look at how we can recruit new members and retain our existing ones - one area we will be looking at is
how best to replace the Signing in afternoon. As you know we have tried different approaches to this - and have had a variety of feedback about each format but we
need to find a way to give everyone a chance to sign onto the groups of their choice if anyone has any ideas please let me know. In the meantime - details of all our
groups are available on our website or via our facebook page. But myself and Christine Barrett (groups coordinator) will be more than happy to discuss this with you.
And lastly - if you are interested in helping with our committee, or thinking of joining it, please contact me - we are a small and friendly group.
Chrys Short

Registered Charity No: 1161843

Victorian leisure & pleasure
Tuesday October 26 at 2pm
Ryarsh Village Hall or via Zoom

Have you overpaid?
Thank you to all those who
have paid their membership fee recently by standing order. There are a few
people who have either not
yet paid or have paid the
wrong amount – could I ask
that you check that your
standing order (payable to
u3a on 15th July annually) is
in place and is for £12 per
member.
David Salvage – Treasurer
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Interest Groups roundup

5 Berliner
(a) a cruise liner (b) a doughnut with
no hole (c) someone from the German

have now moved on to “Kiffe Kiffe Demain” by Faiza Guene the story of a
young immigrant girl growing up in the

capital
Peter Story
Answers: 1 b; 2a; 3c; 4a; 5b; maybe c as
well, the group wasn’t sure

traction to a particular woman. We

suburbs of Paris. We have found this
less challenging to translate but it is

Ambling Group

L

ike nice views? Like to walk but not
too far? Enjoy strolling along with

others? Then do give Ambling a go.
Fresh air, good company and the
lovely Kentish countryside to enjoy!

increasing our knowledge of the way
Parisian youngsters talk!
We have decided to continue on
Zoom as this works very well with languages and suits our personal circumstances.
Adrian Bouwens

In normal times we often finish with a
coffee or lunch at a pub. 3rd Wednesday of the month, and a comfortable
10.30 start!

Social cycling

Ruth Brind

it’s all downhill except the uphill bits

T

he cycling group left the Asda car
park a little late, and headed on

behind Richard, our leader via the
North Pole (the pub, not the actual

T
French as She is Spoke

S

ince the start of lockdown a small
part of the French Conversation

Group continued to meet on Zoom.
This has morphed into a French Book
Group.
We are now down to 4 people as
seen on screen and would very much
welcome new members who can get
by in French.
We started by reading some short
stories by Anna Gavalda then moved
onto the classic “Bonjour Tristesse” by
Francoise Sagan a lovely story of a
young girl and her widowed father in
the south of France and her rather
naughty efforts to spoil her father’s at-
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North Pole of course) then to Barming

he u3a Elementary German Group

and down the very steep hill to the

may recommence this autumn if

river Medway. The trouble with cycling

there is sufficient interest. New

is that if you go down a long, steep hill,

members are welcome, and they don’t

you know full well that at some point,

need to be outstandingly gifted lin-

you have to climb back up again. Here

guists!

we cycled slowly along the lovely

A taster, most of the following Ger-

smooth footpath, between the trees

man words have been 'adopted' for

and beside the river, taking great care

English use. What do they mean?

when passing joggers, walkers with

1 Doppelgänger

dogs and babies in prams. At several

(a) a footballer (b) a double (c) a work-

points there were very narrow gates

man

where we had to dismount and ma-

2 Zeitgeist

noeuvre our bikes carefully, and for

(a) spirit of the age (b) a Swiss resort

quite a long stretch of the river we had

(c) a cocktail

to walk because it was a residential

3 Weltschmerz

area.

(a) a kind of ice cream (b) a skiing ma-

We carried on past the moored

noeuvre (c) world pain

boats, with the languid river our con-

4 Schadenfreude

stant companion. The air was warm

(a) pleasure from another’s woes (b) a

and the river had hardly a ripple - ideal

WW2 fighter plane (c) a playwright

for cycling as it was pretty flat too,
page 3
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Social Cycling/continued from page 2
with only a few small ups and downs. We passed Lock Meadow, where I saw this
stag - well worthy of a photo, then passed the bridge with a good view of All
Saints Church, Maidstone. (A 10 bell church - some say the best bells in the
country.... but we may be biassed ....) .
Peters Village was coming along beautifully, with some very desirable properties fronting on to the river, with balconies glistening in the morning sunshine - a
great place for sunbathing, I should think. The deliberately rusted sign you see is

Have you been the victim of a
scam or an attempted scam?
Scams are often localised and
an early warning network can
help combat this type of fraud.
The Malling u3a Facebook
page is an ideal platform to
provide alerts to our members.
Please post any scams that
may be doing the rounds at:
Malling & District u3a

at the end of the new Peters bridge.
At this point I and two other riders headed off home because we had appointments to keep, and the ride had taken longer than expected - you can't ride at
any speed along footpaths - it is too anti-social and gives cyclists a bad name.
We headed back down the road and back to the car park in record time, hoping
to beat the three hour deadline for parking. Did we beat it? We will let you know!
Barry Evans

Spanish Intermediate
Spanish Intermediate appears to be healthy enough I am glad to say. We are a
group of 6 at the moment and the days of meeting outside are over. We are
meeting in conservatories/large living rooms.
Jane Jewitt

Between the Covers
As the nights draw in we may all be reading more and so
over the winter months we plan to feature some books
that you might like to try.
I would like to include recommendations from as many
people as possible so if you have read a book, old or new,
fiction or non-fiction, that you think others would enjoy,
please send me author and title and I will do my best to
include it.
Valerie Willsher

The October selection
Agent Running in the Field by John Le Carré
A veteran M16 agent returns to a desk job in
London but is soon involved in a high-end intelligence operation. Le Carré’s last novel before his death in 2020, it is set firmly in the
time of Brexit and Trump.
Becoming by Michelle Obama
In this frank and inspirational memoir, the
former First Lady writes with warmth and insight about her life from childhood to the
White House.
Stanley and Elsie by Nicola Upson
This is a fictionalised retelling of a time in the
life of artist Stanley Spencer and of his housekeeper Elsie who becomes intricately involved
with the artist and his family in the 1920s.
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We will be taking a stand at the Fair to promote Malling
u3a. Please forward to anyone you think may be interested in attending.
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A

ll good things come to those who wait.
How true that proved to be! Our trip to theWelsh
Borders finally went ahead in August when most of
us were desperate for a bit of a break. The wait was really
worthwhile with, as far as I can tell, very few complaints or
niggles from the 33 of us who set off. We
all felt safe in the capable hands
of our driver, Ron, whom
we had met on previous
occasions; the hotel, set
in beautiful grounds,
was delightful, and
Simply Groups had
done an excellent
job of devising
an interesting
and varied itinerary.
We can safely say that
we fulfilled the u3a principles of
learning through enjoyment in the company of others!
I didn’t think I’d hear myself saying it, but on return
from a perfect week in North Devon, I’m already thinking
that might suit us for our next holiday destination.
All other suggestions are welcome of course!
Dianne White

Day 1 - August 15

A

t long last, after postponements due
to Covid, the visit to the Welsh

Borders went ahead on the 15 August.
Our first visit on the way up to Shrewsbury was to the National Memorial Arboretum near Lichfield, a 150 acre site
devoted to memorials to the armed
forces who serve this country during
peacetime and war. Upon arrival we
were greeted by a lone Spitfire which
carried out several low flypasts over the
arboretum, not just for our benefit but to
celebrate the anniversary of VJ Day!
Nevertheless it was a memorable start
to our visit and set the tone for the day.
The National Arboretum is an impressive
woodland site established in 1997 on old
gravel and sand workings, and with the

Argybargy
Welsh Borders Trip
Aug 2021

11th month the sun, hopefully, will shine

trauma to their health as a result of war,

through a small gap in the wall onto a

and who were unable to continue fight-

central plinth which incorporates a

ing, as well as a very poignant memorial

wreath to all who have made the ultimate

dedicated to all those shot at dawn. Both

sacrifice for their country. Very impres-

are fitting and emotional tributes.

sive and moving!

Everyone agreed that this was an en-

Our visit included an hour-long land

joyable and moving visit, a great start to

train tour of the outer areas of the ar-

our Welsh Borders visit, which we would

boretum, including an interesting com-

recommend to anyone who has not had

mentary, which enabled us to see, and

the opportunity to visit the Arboretum

learn about, much more of the site than

for themselves.

we could have achieved by walking.
There were impressive memorials to the
Royal and Merchant Navy, Royal Air Force,
and most of the regiments of the Army,
both British and Commonwealth. There
is also a memorial to those who suffered
National Memorial Arboretum

Alan and Sally Brailsford

Day 2 - August 16

O

n a suitably grey morning, overhung
with dark, Dickensian clouds we

were transported into Blists Hill, a re-creation of a small industrial town typical of
the East Shropshire Coalfield in 1900.
Although the town never actually

memorials set amongst the trees, The

existed on this site, the Ironbridge Gorge

largest of these, at the heart of the site,

Museum trustees have relocated disused

is the one dedicated to all the armed

buildings here from the surrounding area.

forces who have died whilst on duty, and

With a little imagination and a few

is designed so that on the 11th day of the

prompts, you can whisk yourself back
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Ironbridge

other end of the boat and then back we

the heart of the Industrial Revolution! The

went. We thoroughly enjoyed the experi-

sounds of an immense steam engine‘s

ence.

whistle; the clang of the blacksmith’s

Next, we transferred into the centre of

hammer; clopping of the carthorse’s

the small Welsh town of Llangollen, which

iron-shod feet on the cobbles; the po-

is steeped in myth and legend, where we

liceman’s whistle; the grunt of a backyard

had free time. Llangollen takes its name

pig, all add to the smell of chips cooking

from its founding Saint. The Dee Bridge

in beef dripping; the tallow candle-

across the globe to decorate hospitals,

across the river, a stone bridge, was built

makers; the heat from the iron foundry

palaces, banks, shops, pubs, houses and

by Bishop Trevor of Trevor Hall in 1345

and help conjure up a not so long-lost

ultimately railway and tube stations. The

and today is a scheduled ancient monu-

townscape. Some of these buildings

original trade show rooms display a huge

ment. Llangollen became important be-

were actually still in use in the 1950s.

variety of styles and designs that were

cause of its prominent position on the

made here. An hour was barely enough

main London to Holyhead coaching road

time, still stocked with typical goods!

to discover all there was to see, but

which was improved by Thomas Telford

Who can forget being dosed with Virol?

some people still managed to find the

from 1815. We enjoyed wandering along

Or cleaning brass with Brasso? Or the

seconds shop!

the station and seeing the heritage train,

Visitors can enter typical shops of the

Our last stop of the day was in Iron-

sadly not steam today. We also took a

butcher’s shop hung with carcasses, a

bridge itself. This now small town along-

lovely riverside walk beside the spec-

post office (with museum above, worth

side the River Severn saw the very birth

tacular fast flowing river and weir.

climbing the stairs for the 4 wheeled

of the Industrial Revolution, and the iron

Children, adults and dogs were enjoying

penny-farthing alone!), a pub with saw-

bridge itself is a magnificent example of

themselves jumping across slate banks

dust-strewn floor; a haberdashery and

engineering and ingenuity which under-

in the river.

draper’s shop with whalebone corsets; a

pinned the subsequent industrialisation

printing press; a sweet shop; bakery and

of Britain, the Empire and the world. And

(NT) near Wrexham, a magnificent medi-

photographers. The doctor’s surgery, in

we are still learning to cope with the re-

eval fortress of the Welsh Marches. It

the back room of his house, reminds me

sults, which Abraham Darby could never

was completed in 1310 and is the last

of visits to our family doctor in the 50s.

have envisaged. The tea shop was a wel-

Welsh castle from the reign of Edward I

The instruments look positively medi-

come diversion from all philosophical

which is still lived in today. Those who

aeval!

meanderings! This was a busy but excel-

could manage steps went up the medi-

lent day out.
Kate Adds

eval tower to enjoy the view. Inside the

Day 3 - August 17

rooms including a 17th century Long Gal-

smell of carbolic soap? There’s a

There are industrial buildings to be
visited as well: the foundry; the remains
of the original blast furnaces; a canal; a

Our afternoon visit was to Chirk Castle

castle, we were able to see several state

made Jack a dull boy, there is also a

F

lery and a grand 18th century saloon.

small funfair!

Canal. Here we experienced a 45-min-

gardens containing clipped yews, herba-

clay pit and a tiny, two-roomed school.
To remind us that all work and no play

There is more than enough here to
keep visitors interested all day, but this
was a U3A outing and learning must go
on! So, on we went to Jacksfield Tile Museum, just across the valley.
Once one of the largest manufacturers
in the world, these tiles were exported
Blists Hill

ollowing a substantial full buffet
breakfast, we set off across the

border into Wales to the Llangollen
ute horse drawn boat trip on the canal.
These trips started in 1884 and are still
going more than 130 years later. The
boats are no longer wooden, but purpose-built with comfortable seating and
protection from the weather. Our boat
was drawn by Tobias, a beautiful black
and white horse, who pulled the boat
easily through the water. It was a lovely,

After a restorative cup of tea and cake,
we wandered along to the award-winning
ceous borders, shrub and rock gardens.
As the gardens covered 5.5 acres and
some of us were experiencing mobility
problems, we were unable to see as
much as we would have liked. I had tried
to find the historic laundry but suspect it
was farther down the garden. The estate
is located within an Area of Outstanding
Chirk Castle

smooth, peaceful journey. Along the
canal, we could see some colourful private gardens and small fish swimming
along the side. After 20 minutes, we
stopped, the tiller was carried to the
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preted as dinosaur bones or DNA.

a Site of Special Scientific interest.

In the afternoon we went to Attingham

Returning to the hotel, we had time for

Park, a National Trust property which was

a brief rest and freshen up before a most

having a bit of an identity crisis. The rea-

enjoyable 3-course evening meal. This

son for this is because it’s now known as

evening the entertainment consisted of a

the party castle. The day before, a group

croquet match. Not sure of how it would

of young carers had been given free

be played on the carpet in the bar, we

reign in decorating the main dining room

discovered it was Table Croquet.

as a party venue, which many of us old

We have never played croquet and

traditionalists felt was totally out of sync

have no idea what the rules are, but felt

with the 18th century surroundings. Is

much enlightened by the end of the

this the way in which our dear National

evening. Everything was going well until a

Trust is trying to update itself for the

ball rolled off the table. The competitive

modern generation? Nevertheless it is an

spirit started to take over and mallets

impressive building set in beautiful park-

were raised in anger from interference

land between Shrewsbury and the river

while straightening the green. It was a

Severn. Finally, to round off the day, in

very entertaining evening. Is lawn cro-

the evening we had a dinner cruise on

quet this hilarious?

the Severn which was very pleasant, if

Alan and Linda Bramley

not a little chilly!

Day 4 - August 18

Jenny Tomlin

W

Day 5 - August 19

all sorts of artisan delights. Needing the

loaded onto the coach. Before that we

e spent the morning in the medieval county town of Shrewsbury

and, lucky for us, it was market day, with

I

t was day 5 of our trip which meant
that our bags had to be packed and

loo I was disconcerted to find that there

had time for our last breakfast in the

was a charge of 20p to use a futuristic

hotel. We all made the most of the ex-

looking convenience. There was one loo

cellent choice as tomorrow we would go

for men, two for women and one for the

back to our usual limited breakfast food

disabled so I joined a queue of hopping

which we will have to prepare, serve and

women. Fortunately the lady in front of

wash up for ourselves afterwards!

me held the door open thus depriving
Shrewsbury of revenue! On a more serious note, the architecture is lovely and

Before heading home, we stopped off
at Stokesay Castle and Ludlow.
Stokesay was only a few miles from our

Charles Darwin was born and educated

hotel which is now owned by English

there. Some members wandered along

Heritage. While we were on the coach it

the bank of the river to find the Quantum

rained hard and although it had stopped

Leap, an impressive abstract sculpture

by the time that we arrived we were not

commissioned for the bicentennial of

that keen on disembarking from our

Darwin’s birth and which can be inter-

warm, dry coach.

Quantum leap
Shrewsbury

However, once we got off the coach we
were all delighted with what we saw. The
castle was built in 1291 and is one of the
first fortified manor houses in England.
Although it originally had perimeter walls
and a moat, it would never have withstood a siege by the Welsh. We were
provided with an audio guide and were
told how cold the magnificent Great Hall
would have been in the medieval period
with its limited glass windows and small
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Stokesay Castle
fireplaces. However, when the Bishop of
Hereford visited the castle in the 13th
century, he and his entourage consumed
36 litres of wine, two whole pigs, two
calves, three goats, ten capons and five
other fowl plus substantial quantities of
bread and ale. Life obviously had some
benefits in those times, especially if you
were a person of note.
In addition to the castle itself, Stokesay
has a gatehouse built in 1640-1 by the
then owner of the property, William, Earl
of Craven. It is timber framed and the
plastered parts are a yellow colour. It is
very striking and yet very unreal. It was
more like something out of a fairy story.
From Stokesay we drove on to Ludlow.
Here again we were presented with history as the town still has the remains of a
Castle and its walls. We were more concerned with finding a suitable place to
eat and then wandering round the shopping area. It has lots of individual shops
so that residents and tourists can go to
the butcher, the baker, the candlestick
maker etc. rather than having to go to
the supermarket. It also looked prosperous as there were hardly any empty shop
premises. What a pity that our visit was
far too short to enable us to fully explore
all the aspects of the town.
Once we returned to the coach, the
driver started to head south. It was a
long journey as we avoided the holdups
on the M1 by taking the A roads. It did
provide a more scenic route but was of
course much slower than doing a steady
60 miles an hour on the motorway. We
finally reached Ryarsh at 7.30.pm. It was
an excellent trip and left most of us with
a desire to more fully explore the Welsh
Borders when the opportunity arises.
Helen Strotton
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Anne’s knee slappers

Funnies supplied

by Anne Sargent
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